COPE MINISTRIES AND HEAL MISSION CONVERSION PROGRAM
ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT
Former clients/customers, victims, survivors, staff, and/or surviving family members of
the deceased who meet the description of the aforementioned will forthwith be referred to
as Sponsors. Sponsors, the enrolled, and everyone are welcome to donate to the church
and mission, however donations will not effect placement or enrollment status. The
criteria Sponsors must meet for enrollment are as follows unless otherwise stated (i.e.
who can be a Sponsor):
1. You must be a direct victim or witness with firsthand knowledge that the party to be
enrolled engages in 2 or more of the following practices:
• Deceptive Advertising/Misleading Marketing/Fraud
• Excessive and/or Abusive Use of Physical/Chemical Restraints/Interventions
• Restricts/censors/monitors communications with outside world
• Operating without a license, accreditation, or qualified staff
• Accepts involuntary enrollments without a court order in violation of due process
• Engages in Coercive Thought Reform (behavior modification: aversive model)
• Human Trafficking for Sex and/or Labor
2. You must specify what of the above criteria and include all that apply from that list
and more when contacting admissions@churchofphilosophicalexploration.church to
enroll an offending entity. Citing sources will assist with expediting placement or
enrollment.
Upon receipt of request to enroll an offending entity that matches the above criteria for
both sponsorship and placement, the offender will be placed in the virtual conversion
program and on the watch-list. Sponsors sponsor the enrolled with their words,
testimony, and corroborating evidence and nothing more. Sponsors may be contacted
regarding progress and provided opportunities to participate in the process after
placement. It is important to remember that most enrolled in the Conversion Program or
on the watch-list fail to change and end up in the virtual cemetery provided by the
church. So, if you don't want them buried in virtual hallowed ground, please pray they
convert or vote for their release when given the opportunity if concerned being buried in
a virtual church graveyard permits them entry into heaven where you may still oppose
that for good reason.
Once enrolled observation and risk assessment along with opportunities for advancement
will be provided per existing and developing protocols.
There are only three ways off the list or out of the Conversion Program once enrolled.
The enrolled can meet the Honesty In Marketing Standards explained at
http://www.churchofphilosophicalexploration.church/standards.htm and graduate with
placement on that page to show they met the minimum standard as described and will
continue to do so. Should they graduate and backslide, notification of such will result in
their being re-enrolled or again placed in the Conversion Program. The enrolled can be

shown mercy and the Sponsor can request release prior to graduation and if the majority
of Sponsors agree, mercy shall be granted. Or, the enrolled may find themselves buried
in the virtual graveyard upon closure.
Please at least show any you wish to Sponsor at least the same consideration they've
shown you to avoid hypocrisy. Open perpetual enrollment is presently available.
Whether Conversion Programs are a necessary evil or not, is up to you.
Please contact admissions at admissions@churchofphilosophicalexploration.church to
begin enrollment.
And, if you'd like to provide feedback, see
http://www.churchofphilosphicalexploration.church/feedback.htm .
Thank you for
considering and/or choosing COPE Ministries and the HEAL Mission for your social
justice needs. Justice is one of the many names of God.

